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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel classification method for lung nodules from CT images based on hybrid features.
Towards nodules of different types, including well-circumscribed, vascularized, juxta-pleural, pleural-tail, as well
as ground glass optical (GGO) and non-nodule from CT scans, our method has achieved promising classification
results. The proposed method utilizes hybrid descriptors consisting of statistical features from multi-view multi-scale
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and geometrical features from Fisher vector (FV) encodings based on scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT). First, we approximate the nodule radii based on icosahedron sampling and intensity
analysis. Then, we apply high frequency content measure analysis to obtain sampling views with more abundant
information. After that, based on re-sampled views, we train multi-view multi-scale CNNs to extract statistical features
and calculate FV encodings as geometrical features. Finally, we achieve hybrid features by merging statistical and
geometrical features based on multiple kernel learning (MKL) and classify nodule types through a multi-class support
vector machine. The experiments on LIDC-IDRI and ELCAP have shown that our method has achieved promising
results and can be of great assistance for radiologists’ diagnosis of lung cancer in clinical practice.
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1. Introduction1

Lung cancer has been the leading cause of cancer-2

related deaths in United States in 2016 [1]. There are over3

150,000 deaths caused by lung and bronchus cancer, ac-4

counting for over 25% of all cancer-related deaths in the5

past year. A total of over 220,000 new lung and bronchus6

cancer cases are projected to occur in 2017. In contrast to7

the steady increase in survival for most cancers, advances8

have been slow for lung cancer, for which the overall five-9

year survival rate is only 18% . Among all lung cancer10

cases, more than one-half are diagnosed at a distant stage,11

decreasing the survival rate to 4%. Lung nodule is a sig-12

nificant sign of lung cancer. Among all the cases with13
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nodules, approximately 20% represent lung cancer [2]. 14

Early detection and localization of nodules can greatly 15

improve the survival rate for lung cancer, which requires 16

identification of nodules from malignant to innocent as an 17

essential part for diagnosis [3, 4]. However, few work has 18

done for lung nodule classification. In this paper, we pro- 19

pose a lung nodule classification method based on hybrid 20

features. 21

The appearances of lung nodules vary greatly. Typical 22

shape of nodules is spherical, but can be very complicated 23

when attached or surrounded by other anatomical struc- 24

tures. The malignancy of lung nodules is correlated with 25

nodules types. Intra-parenchymal and ground glass op- 26

tical (GGO) type nodules have higher chance to be lung 27

cancer than those only connected with surrounding struc- 28

tures. The type of nodules depends on their corresponding 29

intensity distribution and relative positions [5], which can 30
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Figure 1: Typical cases for nodule types. 1st column, original images
with radii labeled in red circles. 2nd to 5th columns, 3-D models (red
arrow) for different nodule types. Top to bottom: well-circumscribed
(W), vascularized (V), justa-pleural (J), pleural-tail (P), GGO (G), non-
nodule (N).

be categorized as: well-circumscribed (W), located in the1

center of the lung without any connection to other tissues;2

vascularized (V), the same as W except for connecting to3

vascular structures; juxta-pleural (J), fully connected to4

pleural surface; pleural-tail (P), close to pleural but only5

connected with a thin tail; GGO (G), the same with W6

except for its non-solid CT value distribution.7

In clinical practice, Computer Tomography (CT) can8

capture fine-grained details for both lung nodules and sur-9

round structures, acting as the golden standard for diagno-10

sis. However, lung nodules are so complex that even expe-11

rienced radiologists cannot confirm malignancy in some12

cases. Based on the coherence between nodule malignan-13

cy and type, this paper proposes an efficient nodule type14

classification method, which is expected to help radiolo-15

gists for early cancer diagnosis in practice.16

2. Related Work 17

2.1. Previous Work 18

To better help radiologists’ diagnosis for lung nodules 19

at early stages, the most straightforward way is apply- 20

ing enhancement towards original medical images. Image 21

intensity-based thresholding or edge preserving smooth 22

is most commonly used because of their ability of over- 23

coming large image contrast between lung region and sur- 24

rounding body tissues [6, 7, 8]. Gao et al. [9] propose 25

a threshold-based approach considering anatomical infor- 26

mation. Although simple and fast, it is extremely hard to 27

determine the threshold value due to the correlations with 28

image acquisition types, protocols, intensities ,and espe- 29

cially when there are severe lung pathologies [10]. 30

Despite image enhancement, researchers also empha- 31

size on designing features that can best describe nodules’ 32

characteristics. The grey-level distribution represented as 33

a histogram [11] has been effectively used to character- 34

ize intensity variations. Filter-based feature extraction 35

techniques are widely applied to highlight the edge and 36

shape information for images [12, 13]. Scale-invariant 37

feature transform (SIFT) [14, 15, 16] provides a robust 38

way invariant to image transformation, scaling and rota- 39

tion. Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [17, 18] is 40

interpreting objects by occurrences of gradient orientation 41

in localized portions of an image. Local binary pattern- 42

s (LBP) [19, 20] provides a powerful tool for local tex- 43

ture classification by applying multi-scale and rotation- 44

variant property. Ciompi et al. [21] have encoded the nod- 45

ule intensity distribution patterns into frequency domain 46

and classified nodules in a bag-of-words fashion. Kim et 47

al. [22] focus on CT imaging biomarkers such as tumor 48

volume, tumor mass, ground-glass opacities, perfusion 49

parameters and texture features to explore their clinical 50

usefulness with respect to the malignancy differentiation, 51

treatment response monitoring, and patient outcome pre- 52

diction. Cirujeda et al. [23] propose an imaging biomark- 53

er of lung cancer relapse through 3-D Riesz-wavelets of 54

morphological nodular tissue properties. Chen et al. [24] 55

utilize the multi-task regression (MTR) scheme that lever- 56

ages deep learning models of stacked denoising autoen- 57

coder (SDAE), convolutional neural networks (CNNs) 58

and Haar-like features to analyze the relations among se- 59

mantic features and achieve more accurate rating scores. 60
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Figure 2: Pipeline for the proposed method. First, we apply spherical sampling based on icosahedra, followed by threshold-based nodule radii
estimation and high-frequency-content-based view sorting. Then, we calculate FV encodings from dense SIFT vectors and CNN features from the
multi-view multi-scale CNN. Finally, we utilize MKL to transform both features into unified space by weight adjustment of different kernels and
use a multi-class SVM to classify nodule types.

Recently, inspired by a large amount of available da-1

ta and more powerful computational resources, especial-2

ly parallelization ability empowered by Graphic Process-3

ing Units (GPUs), convolutional neural networks (C-4

NNs) [25, 26] have shown their abilities of outperforming5

the state-of-the-art in classical computer vision applica-6

tions [27, 28], as well as in the field of medical image7

analysis [29, 30, 31]. Since CNNs can be trained end-8

to-end with the layers automatically learning discrimina-9

tive features without handcrafting design, they are best10

suitable for lung nodule type classification considering11

the complex intensity and surrounding anatomical struc-12

ture distributions. Lo et al. [32] propose the CNNs-based13

method for pulmonary nodule detection in chest radiology14

images. Arnaud et.al [33] have used the multi-view CNN15

for pulmonary nodule false positive reduction in CT im-16

ages, with a complete performance discussion over differ-17

ent fusion methods [34, 30]. A few other studies have also18

extended the use of 2-D CNNs to 3-D volumetric analysis19

on 3-D images, i.e., CT and Magnetic Resonance (MR)20

images. Among all these methods, volumetric images are21

projected to fixed views (planes), followed by that each22

view is processed under 2-D CNNs and finally integrated23

under a multi-view fashion with the best fusion methods.24

Besides, Dou et al. [35] propose the 3-D CNN to process25

voxels from MR images for cerebral microbleeds. The26

3-D CNN structure ensures contextual and spatial infor-27

mation well encoded and helps to achieve great results.28

Besides intimate connection with local image analy- 29

sis, Computer Aided Diagnosis (CADx) systems have 30

been developed and widely used to assist radiologists 31

in diagnosis and thereby making screening more effec- 32

tive [36, 37]. Cheng et al. [38] performs a comprehensive 33

study on deep-learning-based CADx approaches for nod- 34

ule malignancy estimation and classification. 35

While many studies have reported detection and seg- 36

mentation of pulmonary nodules, limited researches focus 37

on nodule type classification. Farag et al. [39] have report- 38

ed some basic studies in classification problem. Zhang 39

et al. [14] designed an overlapping nodule identification 40

procedure for nodules located at intersections among dif- 41

ferent types. After that, in light of prior work proposed 42

by Song et al. [40], Zhang et al. [41] have proposed a 43

multilevel patch-based context analysis for nodule classi- 44

fication. Although contextual information is considered, 45

their method can only handle solid nodule types. 46

2.2. Our Approach 47

Inspired by the prior works, this paper focuses on nod- 48

ule type classification based on hybrid features by fusing 49

statistical features from CNNs and geometrical features 50

from dense SIFT vectors. The major contributions of our 51

work include: 52

• A normalized spherical sampling pattern based on i- 53

cosahedra, a nodule radius estimation method based 54
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on intensity analysis and a best view selection1

method based on high frequency content analysis.2

• A multi-view multi-scale CNN to extract the most3

discriminative statistical features from original data4

automatically.5

• An approach to combine CNN features and FV en-6

coding features into hybrid features and use to clas-7

sify nodule types accurately.8

The pipeline of our method is described in Fig. 2. First,9

we re-sample original CT data using a linear interpolation10

method to make data isotropic. Then, we use icosahe-11

dra to divide the nodule volume and construct concentric12

circles from the inner centers to sample the original vol-13

ume in different views. With this sample data, we cal-14

culate the nodule radii based on thresholding and sort the15

sampling views based on high frequency content analysis.16

After that, we build 2-D slice images from nodule volume17

based on the approximated radii and sorted views, which18

are used to both train the multi-view multi-scale CNN and19

construct the FV encodings after the dense SIFT calcula-20

tion. Finally, we adopt multiple kernel learning to fuse the21

statistical CNN features with the geometrical FV features22

and apply the hybrid features into classification of nodule23

types.24

The proposed method has obvious advantages toward-25

s classical nodule processing approaches. In sampling26

step, the icosahedron partition scheme ensures normal-27

ized sampling in original nodule volume. Meanwhile, the28

multi-view multi-scale CNN fashion guarantees the cor-29

responding statistical features to capture not only nodule30

characteristics but also the correlations between nodules31

and their surrounding anatomical structures. Besides, the32

FV encodings from dense SIFT descriptors of different33

views ensure global geometrical correlations well encod-34

ed. Finally, the multiple kernel learning method helps to35

transform CNN features and FV encodings to unified di-36

mensional hybrid features, which are most discriminative37

for nodule types.38

This paper is organized as follows. Section 3 de-39

scribes the data sets used to train and validate the pro-40

posed method. Section 4 details the sampling fashion,41

followed by the estimation method for nodule radii and42

sorting method for views according to importance. Sec-43

tion 5 describes the multi-view multi-scale CNN fashion44

Figure 3: Icosahedron-based sampling. Top row, icosahedron division at
level 0, level 1 and level 2. Bottom row, corresponding sampling patterns
with sampling planes (grey planes) and plane normals (red lines) shown.
Due to symmetry, only top half sphere is considered.

to extract nodule statistical features and the FV encod- 45

ing scheme for nodule geometrical feature extraction, fol- 46

lowed by the multiple kernel learning approach to fuse 47

both features into unified space as hybrid features. Final- 48

ly, Section 6 validates the proposed method and applies 49

comparisons on LIDC-IDRI and ELCAP data sets, show- 50

ing the promising results. 51

3. Materials 52

3.1. LIDC-IDRI 53

The Lung Image Database Consortium and Image 54

Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI) [42] consists 55

of totally 1018 chest CT image cases, where each consist- 56

s of a clinical thoracic CT scan and an associated annota- 57

tion file. These CT cases are from different facilities and 58

the imaging quality varies. The annotations are produced 59

by four experienced thoracic radiologists from reading CT 60

images separately, followed by non-blind communication 61

to confirm their final diagnosis. 62

From the original LIDC-IDRI data sets, the count of 63

radiologists labeling the area as nodules is called agree- 64

ment level. To reduce error caused by human annotations, 65

in our approach, only nodules at least agreement level 2 66

are considered. Nodule types are annotated by an experi- 67

enced radiologist. Totally, we extract 1738 nodules (W: 68

905, 52.0%; P: 329, 19%; V: 219, 12.5%; G: 82, 6%; J: 69

203, 11.5%) and 1000 non-nodules from 744 chest CTs. 70
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The original CT is 512 × 512 pixels with in-plane spacing1

as 0.4-1.0 mm and slice thickness as 0.5-3 mm. We re-2

sample the original CT images with normalized in-plane3

spacing 1 mm and extract 64 × 64 × 64 mm3volumes cen-4

tered at the nodule gravity center. In our approach, we5

randomly select 80% of nodules for each type as training6

and validation cases while the rest 20% as test. Data aug-7

mentation is applied for both training and testing cases8

separately to enrich varieties.9

3.2. ELCAP10

Early Lung Cancer Action Program (ELCAP) [43] con-11

sists of 50 low-dose documented whole lung CT scans12

with labeled nodules annotated by two experienced radi-13

ologists. Scans are achieved with 1.25 mm slice thickness,14

0.5 mm in-plane spacing, while most nodule sizes range15

from 2 mm to 5 mm. Nodule types are annotated by an16

experienced radiologist.17

In our approach, we select 46 cases with 421 nodules18

(W: 92, 21.8%; V: 49, 11.6%; P: 155, 36.8%; J: 106,19

25.2%, G: 19, 4.6%). All ELCAP data are used as test-20

ing cases with data augmentation applied to validate the21

performance of the proposed method.22

3.3. Data Augmentation23

Extracted nodules from LIDC-IDRI are greatly unbal-24

anced for each type, which will mislead the optimization25

of CNNs to local minima and CNN predictions biased to-26

wards more frequent samples. Data augmentation is an27

efficient approach to avoid model overfit and biases by28

adding variances based on original data.29

In our approach, both training and testing data are aug-30

mented according to two strategies. On one hand, clas-31

sical methods including image rotation, scaling, flipping32

are randomly applied. On the other hand, augmentation33

is obtained with random selection based on the estimated34

nodule radii and sorted views.35

After augmentation, we achieve almost 640 training36

cases and 160 testing cases for each nodule type on LIDC-37

IDRI, while 690 testing cases in total on ELCAP.38

4. Nodule Spherical Sampling, Radii Estimation and39

View Sorting40

Sampling is an important step for the proposed method.41

Instead of extracting features from segmented CT images,42

we divide nodule volumes by icosahedron pattern to an- 43

alyze the characteristics of both nodules and their sur- 44

rounding anatomical structures. With these sampling vec- 45

tors, a threshold based approach is applied to estimate the 46

nodule radii, followed by high frequency content analysis 47

to sort sampling views according to nodule informatics 48

each view holds. With estimated radii and sorted views, 49

we first train the multi-view multi-scale CNN to use the 50

corresponding fully connected layers to describe nodule 51

statistical features and then calculate FV encodings to rep- 52

resent geometrical features between SIFT key-points. Fi- 53

nally, we apply the multiple kernel learning to fuse the 54

obtained statistical and geometrical features to unified di- 55

mensions and classify nodule types according to hybrid 56

features based on the support vector machine. 57

4.1. Preprocessing 58

The imaging qualities of original CT images are vari- 59

ous. Besides, the inner-plane spacing and slice thickness 60

are also different, making these data anisotropic. Towards 61

this fact, we first linearly re-sample original images to u- 62

nified spacing and slice thickness as 1 mm. Then, all CT 63

values are clamped to [-1000 HU, 1000 HU] (Hounsfield 64

Unit, HU) to remove noises and artifacts. This step is es- 65

sential to reduce needless computations. 66

4.2. Nodule Spherical Sampling 67

There is significant difference between nodule type and 68

classical natural image classification. It is commonly a- 69

greed that nodule type is related to not only nodule inten- 70

sity distributions but also surrounding anatomical struc- 71

tures. Therefore, we apply the icosahedron-based sam- 72

pling method which is described in Fig. 3 to capture both 73

structures. The detailed sampling pipeline is described in 74

Fig. 4. The algorithm for sampling is presented in Algo- 75

rithm 1. 76

Denote the candidate nodule volume as V and the corre- 77

sponding gravity center as vxyz. First, we apply the icosa- 78

hedron centered at vxyz with given radius rmax and level, 79

within which the inner centers of each triangle on the di- 80

vided mesh surface are calculated as C = {c1, c2, ..., cN}. 81

The characteristics of icosahedra assure these N centers 82

spread uniformly, making a homogeneously sampling for 83

nodule volume V . Then, we calculate N planes which 84

cross vxyz with plane normal vector normaln = (cn − 85
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Figure 4: Detailed scheme of spherical sampling. (a) 3-D view for the n-th sampling circular plane (view) with concentric circles. The corresponding
view angle is described on bottom left in red rectangle. (b) Sampling pattern for n-th plane. Inner and outer nodule sampling are described using
red and blue circles separately. (c) For m-th circle (red circle), K points (green dots) are sampled in a counter clockwise direction. (d) Sampled
values.

Algorithm 1: SPHERE SAMPLING
Input: V , nodule volume. rmax, maximum sampling

radius. N / M / K, specified parameters.
Output: S , sampled matrix with size N × M × K for

V .
1 C ← generate N inner centers;
2 4r ← rmax/M;
3 for n = 1→ N,m = 1→ M do
4 rcur ← 4r × m;
5 circle← build circle(Cn, rcur);
6 for k = 1→ K do
7 S nmk ← linear interp(V, circle);

8 return S ;

vxyz), n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...,N} as the so-called views. We use1

these views to slice the original CT volume and obtain2

corresponding 2-D images, as described in Fig. 4 (a). Af-3

ter that, we generate M concentric circles on each view4

(sliced 2-D image) with rm = 4r × m,m ∈ {1, 2, 3...,M}5

and 4r = rmax/M, as described in Fig. 4 (b). Finally,6

we sample K points along counter clockwise direction7

on each concentric circle, resulting in vectors describ-8

ing CT values along corresponding circles, described as9

S nm = {S nm1, S nm2, ..., S nmK} in Fig 4 (c) and (d). Totally,10

sampling vectors S consist of data from N views, which11

is composed of M concentric circles and each circle of K12

data points.13

4.3. Nodule Radii Estimation 14

Calculation of volume of interest (VOI) is essential for 15

both data dimension reduction and feature accuracy in- 16

crease. The intensity distribution of nodules on differen- 17

t sampling circles has discriminative characteristics. In- 18

tensity values change severely along nodules’ contours, 19

while remain stably low or high outside or inside nod- 20

ule volume, separately. Therefore, we apply threshold 21

method on sampling results S to estimate nodule radii. 22

The algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. 23

In our approach, with sampling results S , N circular 24

planes generated by icosahedra and M concentric cir- 25

cles, we first calculate the count of K sampled values 26

greater than given threshold, resulting in a counter matrix 27

Counter with size N ×M (Algorithm 2 Ln.2-Ln.4). Then, 28

we accumulate the counter through all N views for each 29

concentric circle, resulting in vector R Counter with size 30

M (Algorithm 2 Ln.6-Ln.10). Finally, the indices of first 31

zero value and local minima in R Counter are extracted 32

as r1 and r2, separately. The estimated radius is calculat- 33

ed as the minimum between r1 and r2. Estimated radii for 34

typical nodule cases are presented in Fig. 2. 35

4.4. View Sorting 36

CT images are natural 3-D data, which are hard for hu- 37

man direct observation and diagnosis. The most practical 38

way to have a better view for radiologists is to project 3- 39

D voxel volumes to three 2-D fixed planes called Axial, 40

Sagittal and Coronal planes, which is reasonable both for 41
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Algorithm 2: RADIUS ESTIMATION
Input: S , sampled 3-D matrix with size N × M × K

for V . N / M / K, specified parameters.
Output: rest, estimated radius for V .

1 Counter ← 0;
2 for n = 1→ N,m = 1→ M, k = 1→ K do
3 if S nmk > threshold then
4 Counternm = Counternm + 1;

5 R Counter ← 0;
6 for m = 1→ M, n = 1→ N do
7 R Counterm ← R Counterm + Counternm;
8 if R Counterm < counter threshold then
9 r1 ← m;

10 break;

11 r2 ← local min(R Counter);
12 rest = min(r1, r2);
13 return rest;

reducing complexness of CT images with many anatom-1

ical structures and for radiologists’ better understanding.2

However, it should be noticed that nodules have various3

appearances and even severe irregular pathological areas.4

Therefore, Axial, Sagittal and Coronal views which are at5

fixed angles cannot display the most discriminative char-6

acteristics of nodules in many cases.7

In our approach, we assess the quality of projection as8

how many irregular distributions, namely the variation-9

al changes presented in projected 2-D images. More ir-10

regular distributions captured by corresponding project-11

ed views should lead to better visualization for the ap-12

pearances and characteristics of candidate nodules. The13

schematic view of the sorting procedure is shown in14

Fig. 5.15

Based on the extracted nodule VOI, we re-sample nod-
ule volume V again with rest as the maximum radius to
obtain more unified nodule distribution samples. Inspired
by aforementioned analysis and unified sampling patterns
by icosahedra, the problem of view sorting is transformed
into how to sort N sampling views from icosahedron-
based division according to their corresponding impor-
tance. In fact, according to our spherical sampling pattern,
views with more abundant information should present
more variational changes in their corresponding sampling

vectors S n, which can be straightforward solved in fre-
quency domain since variations of signals in spatial do-
main definitely imply presence of high frequency com-
ponents in frequency domain. Therefore, we apply the
high frequency content analysis [44] as quantization of
frequency changes in sampling data S n for n-th view, de-
fined as,

f reqn =

M∑
m=1

DC(S nm), (1)

where DC(S nm) is the complex domain difference be-
tween target and observed Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) and defined as,

Dc(S nm) =
1
K

K∑
k=1

|X̂k − Xk |, (2)

where Xk is the STFT value of S nmk and X̂k is the polar 16

form of Xk, K is sampling count for each concentric circle. 17

Based on sampled intensity S , we first calculate the 18

STFT and frequency for the K data points in S nm corre- 19

sponding to the m-th concentric circle on n-th view. Then, 20

we accumulate all M frequencies for the n-th view as 21

f reqn, n ∈ {1...N}, which is an quantization standard and 22

indicator for the corresponding view. Finally, all N views 23

are sorted by f reqn in descending order, indicating from 24

most important to less. 25

Typical results for view sorting procedure are shown in 26

Fig. 7. For each case, the top row shows the original slices 27

on axial plane; the middle row presents slices sorted by 28

f req; the bottom row shows 3-D views for corresponding 29

nodules. It can be obviously observed that nodule char- 30

acteristics in sorted slices are better expressed than those 31

on fixed axial planes, which can also be confirmed in 3-D 32

views. 33

5. Hybrid Feature Extraction 34

5.1. Multi-view Multi-scale CNN Feature Extraction 35

Multi-view CNNs have been proven efficient in 3-D 36

natural object classification [45], which is most suitable 37

for nodule classification since CT images are naturally 3- 38

D. However, it is also common sense that nodule types are 39

related to not only nodule intensity distribution but also 40

relative positions with surrounding anatomical structures. 41
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Figure 5: View sorting based on high frequency content analysis. Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is applied to transform sampling data from
spatial domain to frequency domain. High Frequency Content Analysis is utilized as quantization of variations.

Figure 6: The proposed CNN architecture. The pre-trained model is without max-pooling layer to train an independent CNN without affection of
views. This model is then fine-tuned by combining all views together through the max-pooling.

Therefore, inspired by the multi-view approach, with es-1

timated nodule radius rest and sorted views, we build 2-2

D images from slicing original volumes to capture char-3

acteristics of both nodules and the surround anatomical4

structures. The process for building slices is presented in5

Algorithm 3.6

After building input images according to calculated s-7

cales and views, we build the proposed CNN, whose8

structure is described in Fig. 6. We have conducted the9

CNN as an end-to-end classifier with first 224 × 224 pix-10

els input , then classical convolutional and pooling layers,11

finally three fully connected layers, within which the first12

two are used to extract nodule features and the last is used13

as input for the soft-max classifier.14

The initialization of weights for CNN layers also can15

definitely affect the final performance of CNN model.16

Random initialization can lead the optimization of CNNs17

Algorithm 3: BUILD SLICES
Input: V , candidate volume. S cales, given

multi-scales. rmax, maximum sampling radius.
Output: S lices, generated nodule slices.

1 S ← sphere sampling(V , rmax);
2 rest ← radius estimation(S );
3 S lices← Φ;
4 for scale in S cales do
5 S ← sphere sampling(V , rest × scale);
6 Views← view sort(S );
7 slice← sample V with Views and current scale;
8 S lices← S lices ∪ slice

9 return S lices;

8



Figure 7: View sorting results for typical cases. For each case, top row,
original slices on axial plane; middle row, view sorting slices; bottom
row, 3-D views for nodules.

into local minima in some cases. Therefore, in our ap-1

proach, we adopt the pre-trained VGGNet [46] model as2

base to initialize the weights in pre-train stage.3

After initialization, we apply a two-stage training4

scheme to obtain the CNN model. First, for each train-5

ing case, we adopt three scales and four selected views,6

leading to twelve images and use each image to train the7

CNN, separately. Then, based on the pre-trained CNN8

model, each twelve images corresponding to the same n-9

odule are grouped as a batch to fine-tune the CNN model10

with a max-pooling layer. Finally, we extract the CNN 11

fully connected layer responses as statistical features for 12

each nodule candidate. The algorithm for CNN feature 13

extraction is described in Algorithm 4. 14

Algorithm 4: CNN FEATURES
Input: V , candidate volume. S cales, given

multi-scales. rmax, maximum sampling radius.
Output: fc, CNN extracted statistical features.

1 S lices← build slices(V, S cales, rmax);
2 CNN ← initialize f rom based model;
3 for slice in S lices do
4 CNN ← pre train(slice);

5 CNN ← f ine tune(max pool(S lices));
6 fc ←CNN fully connected layer responses;
7 return fc;

5.2. Fisher Vector Feature Extraction 15

Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [47] is a sta- 16

ble and robust local feature extraction method based on 17

extrema in spatial domain, which is broadly applied in 18

many computer vision areas. SIFT vectors focus on lo- 19

cal features, which cannot express correlations between 20

key-points due to lack of global information. Meanwhile, 21

Fisher vector (FV) [48] obtains model by applying Gaus- 22

sian Mixture Model (GMM) to input samples, resulting in 23

unified representations which can encode both local fea- 24

tures and global correlations between data points. It is 25

straightforward to use FV to encode SIFT features to ob- 26

tain unified descriptors. However, it is also obvious that 27

medical images are different from natural images due to 28

their low lumen and low contrast, making it hard to locate 29

the classical SIFT key-points. Therefore, we apply the 30

dense SIFT method [49] to calculate uniform SIFT vec- 31

tors. Besides, we also apply the improved FV method [50] 32

with normalization and non-linear additive kernel to ob- 33

tain encodings. 34

The pipeline of FV feature extraction is shown in Fig. 8. 35

In our approach, we first build image batches according to 36

estimated nodule radii and view order, and calculate dense 37

SIFT features for each slice corresponding to the same n- 38

odule. Then, we stack all SIFT vectors and apply prin- 39

ciple component analysis (PCA), followed by a whiten- 40

ing operation for dimensionality reduction, noise removal 41

9



Figure 8: The proposed pipeline for Fisher vector feature extraction. Firstly, image slice patches are built based on estimated nodule radii and sorted
views. Then, dense SIFT vectors are calculated and stacked, followed by PCA and whitening operations to obtain the final FV encodings.

and feature correlation decoupling. Finally, we utilize the1

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [51] and encode SIFT2

vectors grouped by nodule to build corresponding unified3

FV presentations. The extraction algorithm is described4

in Algorithm 5,5

Algorithm 5: FISHER FEATURES
Input: V , candidate volume. S cales, given

multi-scales. rmax, maximum sampling radius.
Output: fs, Fisher geometrical features.

1 S lices← build slices(V, S cales, rmax);
2 S i f ts← {};
3 for slice in S lices do
4 si f t ← dense si f t(slice);
5 S i f ts← S i f ts ∪ si f t;

6 PCA S i f ts← PCA(S i f ts);
7 mean, covar, prior ← GMM(PCA S i f ts);
8 fs ←

f isher encoding(PCA S i f ts,mean, covar, prior);
9 return fs;

5.3. Feature Fusion based on Multiple Kernel Learning6

The achieved CNN features represent patterns of inten-7

sity distribution, regarded as statistical features. Mean-8

while, FV features process inner differences and distances9

between sample data points, regarded as geometrical fea-10

tures. Both features are measured by different dimensions11

and simply combing them with stacking is unreasonable. 12

In fact, the unified feature vectors combing both features 13

can be described as, 14

F(xi, x j) =
∑
k∈K

wk · fk(xi, x j), (3)

where f is the original features and w is the weight- 15

s to transform the stacked features for unified non- 16

dimensional vectors. 17

The schematic description for achieving hybrid features 18

is described in Fig. 9. In our approach, we apply the multi- 19

ple kernel learning (MKL) [52] method for heterogeneous 20

information fusion. The key step lies in learning corre- 21

sponding weights w from original feature space. There- 22

fore, we first project features with linear combination of 23

multiple kernels and utilize a multi-label support vector 24

machine (SVM) to assess the weights. Finally, we obtain 25

the hybrid features as f and train SVM model to classify 26

corresponding nodule types. 27

6. Experiments 28

In our approach, we apply the proposed method on 29

LIDC-IDRI for training, while validate the model on both 30

LIDC-IDRI and ELCAP data sets. All cases are extracted 31

as 64 × 64 × 64 mm3 volume. For LIDC-IDRI, we to- 32

tally select 1738 nodules and 1000 non-nodules from 744 33

chest CTs, which are then annotated by an experienced 34

radiologist to label corresponding nodule types. 80% of 35

10



Figure 9: The multiple kernel learning approach for feature fusion. By
applying multiple kernel learning, different weights are calculated to
fuse features from different spaces into hybrid features in the new feature
space.

LIDC-IDRI candidates are used for training and validat-1

ing, while 20% are used for testing. For ELCAP, we treat2

all 421 nodules as testing cases. Data augmentation is ap-3

plied on both training and testing cases, separately. After4

augmentation, we obtain almost 640 training and 160 test-5

ing cases for each nodule type on LIDC-IDRI and achieve6

680 testing cases on ELCAP.7

6.1. Parameter Selection8

The parameter number of views has been discussed9

in [45]. Meanwhile, we adopt three scales and four views,10

resulting in twelve 2-D slices for each nodule. Following11

that, we are using three scales which actually represen-12

t corresponding multiple of calculated rest to determine13

the sampling area, considering following circumstances:14

scale 2.5 is used to make sure more nodule details are15

captured; scale 4.0 is used to capture more surrounding16

details around nodules.17

In preprocessing, all images are re-sliced to an inner18

plane space as 1 mm, since the maximum resolution of19

original CT images is around 1 mm; CT values within20

[-1000,1000] HU are linearly normalized into [0,1]. In21

sampling stage, we are using a level-2 icosahedron mesh,22

but only 168 (N=168) inner centers are used due to sym-23

metry; 32 (M=32) concentric circles are built for each cir-24

cular plane since rmax is defined as 32 and each circle rep-25

resents 1 mm; 128 (K=128) sampling points are evenly26

distributed on each concentric circle; maximum sampling27

radius (rmax) is set to 32 mm based on the fact that ex- 28

tracted nodules are all 64 × 64 × 64 mm3 volumes. In fea- 29

ture extraction stage, we apply two fully connected layers 30

with 4096-D as CNN features. Meanwhile, we apply the 31

18 × 18 dense SIFT, followed by a PCA operation to re- 32

duce the feature dimension to 32-D, resulting in 4096-D 33

FV features. All default parameters are presented in Ta- 34

ble 1. 35

Table 1: Parameter selection for the proposed method

Parameter Value Description
Scales 2.5, 3.0, 4.0 sampling scales
N 168 number of circular planes
M 32 number of concentric circles
K 128 number of sampling points
rmax 32 mm maximum sampling radius
threshold 0.15 minimum accepted CT value

6.2. Results 36

Classification results on LIDC-IDRI for typical cases 37

of each type are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Both built 38

slices for training the CNN (top row in each case) and 3-D 39

appearances (bottom row in each case) of corresponding 40

nodules (pointed by arrows) are shown. The character- 41

istics of each nodule type can be easily observed in 3-D 42

view. 43

6.3. Performance 44

Totally, we apply the proposed CNN and FV model on 45

LIDC-IDRI with almost 3860 training and 1000 testing 46

cases ( 640 and 160 cases for each type, separately). Data 47

augmentation is applied on both training and testing da- 48

ta, separately. As described in Table 3, classification rate 49

for each type is presented in the corresponding confusion 50

matrix. Totally, we achieve an overall classification rate 51

as 93.1% (911 out of 979) through all types of candidates. 52

We can also work out that the proposed method recognize 53

almost all W type nodules accurately, while hits a lower 54

score for P type nodules. We believe this mainly lies in 55

the hardness for P type nodule radii estimation. 56

6.4. Comparison 57

Although many researches have been done in nodule 58

detection and malignancy estimation, there are still few 59
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focusing on nodule accurate type classification. Patch-1

based classification by Zhang et al. [41] which is validated2

on ELCAP [43] focuses on the same field with us. Thus,3

we applied the proposed method on ELCAP to achieve4

more comparable results. The confusion matrices for both5

the proposed and patch-based method are presented in Ta-6

ble 2.7

Table 2: Confusion matrix for comparison with PB [41] on ELCAP

TYPE/METHOD G W N P V J 

G PB N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

The Proposed 0.793 0 0.138 0 0 0.069 

W PB N/A 0.89 N/A 0.06 0.04 0.01 

The Proposed 0 0.961 0.039 0 0 0 

N PB N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

The Proposed 0 0.028 0.972 0 0 0 

P PB N/A 0.03 N/A 0.91 0.03 0.03 

The Proposed 0 0 0.063 0.938 0 0 

V PB N/A 0.05 N/A 0.06 0.86 0.03 

The Proposed 0 0 0.068 0 0.932 0 

J PB N/A 0.03 N/A 0.06 0.04 0.87 

The Proposed 0 0 0.169 0 0 0.831 

Prop = The Proposed method PB = Patch-based Method [40] 

G = Ground glass optic N = Non-nodule P = Pleural-tail 

W = Well-circumscribed V = Vascularized J = Juxta-pleural 

It should be noted that patch-based method [41] can on-8

ly handle W, P, V and J nodules and acquire an overall9

classification rate as 89%. Besides, we validate our pro-10

posed method for all nodule types with an overall classifi-11

cation rate as 93.0% (4 types, 384 out of 413) and 93.9%12

(all 6 types, 647 out of 689). It can be informed that de-13

spite extending classification to six classes, the proposed14

method has also outperformed PB method in both single-15

class and overall classification accuracy except J type n-16

odules. From Table 2, we can conclude that classification17

errors of the proposed method for J type nodules mainly18

lie in N type, which PB method cannot handle. There-19

fore, if we exclude the N type and G type nodules, our20

proposed method has outperformed the PB method in all21

four classes (W, J, P, V).22

Meanwhile, the most classical comparable scheme is23

Bag-of-Visual-Words representation (BOW) [12] toward-24

s our proposed method. Therefore, in our approach, we25

Figure 10: Classification results for typical cases of each type. Corre-
sponding nodule types are labeled. Arrows are used to point out nodule
positions. Nodule type characteristics can be easily recognized in 3-D
views.

have compared the proposed method in the following 26

ways, 27

• CNNS, the classical pure CNN fashion without max- 28

pooling layer, using the soft-max layer as the classifi- 29

er. The network architecture is the same as described 30

in Fig. 6. Multi-view multi-scale scheme is also ap- 31

plied. 32

• CNNS+Pooling, same with CNNS, but with max- 33

pooling layer. 34

• CNNF, the classical CNN fashion without max- 35

pooling. Independent images are used to train the 36

CNN without any group or batch information. The 37

12



Figure 11: Classification results for another set of typical cases.

descriptors are arranged as 4096-D vectors from ful-1

ly connected layer responses for each input image.2

• CNNF+Pooling, the multi-view multi-scale CN-3

N+Pooling approach. Images are grouped into4

batches according to corresponding nodules and pro-5

cessed into unified features via max-pooling lay-6

er. The descriptors are organized as 4096-D vectors7

from CNN fully connected layer responses for each8

corresponding nodule.9

• FV+SIFT. We utilize comparison with FV encod-10

ings [48] under SIFT descriptors. Totally, GMM11

models are applied to determine 32 cluster centers,12

while SIFT vectors are reduced to 32-D by PCA and13

whitening, leading to 4096-D FV encodings finally.14

• BOW+SIFT. We compare the proposed method with 15

the most classical BOW [12] scheme using SIFT fea- 16

tures. We apply the K-Means method to obtain the 17

vocabulary with size 4096, leading to 4096-D BOW 18

encodings for each nodule. 19

All comparisons except for CNNS and CNNS+Pooling 20

are validated with a multi-class SVM as a classifier. The 21

confusion matrices for all comparisons are presented in 22

Table 3. 23

Totally, for CNNS, CNNS+Pooling, CNNF, 24

CNNF+Pooling, FV+SIFT and BOW+SIFT, the 25

overall classification rates are 80.6%, 85.9%, 68.1%, 26

86.8%, 65.5% and 56.6%, separately. We can conclude 27

that although BOW method is efficient for natural 28

image classification and retrieval, it cannot compete in 29

medical image fields. FV encoding outperforms the 30

classical BOW method but is either not acceptable. The 31

classical CNN fashion (CNNS, CNNS+Pooling, CNNF, 32

CNNF+Pooling) has been proven efficient in classifi- 33

cation, especially when multi-view multi-scale scheme 34

is applied (CNNS, CNNS+Pooling, CNNF+Pooling). 35

The application of max-pooling layer also helps to raise 36

classification accuracy. From Table 3, we can conclude 37

that the proposed CNN feature extraction method out- 38

performs the previous methods and achieve significant 39

improvements. The multi-view multi-scale scheme 40

assures the proposed CNN capture more distinctive 41

features. At last, by fusing FV encodings and CNN 42

features, we have improved the accuracy compared with 43

both CNN-only and FV-only. The advantages by fusion 44

mainly lie in classification for G (9%), V (8%), P (11%) 45

and J (10%) types. This is because FV encodings are 46

based on dense SIFT vectors which are irrelevant with 47

nodule radii. Therefore, FV encodings improve the final 48

hybrid features by fulfilling CNN missing features caused 49

by radii wrong estimation. 50

7. Conclusions 51

In this paper, we have devised a hybrid-feature-based 52

lung nodule type classification method. We utilize the 53

normalized spherical sampling method based on icosahe- 54

dra. Meanwhile, we apply threshold method to estimate 55

nodule radii and high frequency content analysis to sort 56

13



views planes. After that, we train the multi-view multi-1

scale CNN and calculate the Fisher vector encodings. Fi-2

nally, by fusing the CNN features and FV features through3

MKL, we obtain the hybrid features which are most de-4

scriptive for nodule characteristics. The experiments on5

LIDC-IDRI and ELCAP have shown we achieve an over-6

all classification rate of 93.1% (911 out of 979) and 93.9%7

(647 out of 689) separately, which is promising in clinical8

practice. We hope our method could be of great assistance9

for radiologists for diagnosis of lung cancer. Future work10

will lie in two aspects. One is a scale invariant and more11

robust radius estimation method towards very tiny nod-12

ules (radius ≤ 3 mm) and juxta-pleural nodules. The other13

is automatically labeling out types, positions and sizes for14

nodules not centered in images with few human interac-15

tions.16
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Table 3: Confusion matrix for comparison. Classical CNNS,
CNNS +Pooling, CNNF, CNNF+Pooling, FV+SIFT [48] and
BOW+SIFT [12] are considered.

TYPE/METHOD G W N P V J 

G CNNS 0.809 0.045 0.101 0 0.045 0 

CNNS+Pooling 0.854 0.023 0.079 0.011 0.034 0 

CNNF 0.596 0.067 0.101 0.045 0.124 0.067 

CNNF+Pooling 0.809 0.034 0.112 0 0.045 0 

FV+SIFT 0.615 0.021 0.077 0.070 0.154 0.063 

BOW+SIFT 0.524 0.063 0.063 0.091 0.168 0.091 

The Proposed 0.899 0.011 0.079 0 0.011 0 

W CNNS 0.022 0.801 0.018 0.074 0.055 0.030 

CNNS+Pooling 0.011 0.867 0.011 0.066 0.033 0.011 

CNNF 0.052 0.683 0.041 0.074 0.125 0.026 

CNNF+Pooling 0.011 0.963 0.015 0 0.011 0 

FV+SIFT 0.022 0.735 0.040 0.036 0.157 0.009 

BOW+SIFT 0.036 0.664 0.027 0.054 0.206 0.013 

The Proposed 0 0.993 0.004 0.004 0 0 

N CNNS 0.015 0.045 0.865 0.020 0.020 0.035 

CNNS+Pooling 0.010 0.040 0.885 0.010 0.020 0.035 

CNNF 0.035 0.070 0.735 0.045 0.030 0.085 

CNNF+Pooling 0.005 0.035 0.885 0.010 0.030 0.035 

FV+SIFT 0.129 0.041 0.676 0.071 0.006 0.076 

BOW+SIFT 0.153 0.029 0.571 0.071 0.018 0.159 

The Proposed 0.010 0.035 0.915 0.005 0.025 0.010 

P CNNS 0.027 0.054 0.116 0.705 0.027 0.071 

CNNS+Pooling 0 0.063 0.089 0.786 0 0.063 

CNNF 0.036 0.116 0.107 0.607 0.009 0.125 

CNNF+Pooling 0.018 0.045 0.152 0.759 0.009 0.018 

FV+SIFT 0.067 0.044 0.081 0.659 0.015 0.133 

BOW+SIFT 0.089 0.111 0.126 0.474 0.030 0.170 

The Proposed 0 0.018 0.116 0.866 0 0 

V CNNS 0.064 0.113 0.043 0 0.780 0 

CNNS+Pooling 0.028 0.078 0.050 0.028 0.816 0 

CNNF 0.057 0.142 0.064 0.043 0.688 0.007 

CNNF+Pooling 0.007 0.085 0.078 0 0.830 0 

FV+SIFT 0.063 0.162 0.035 0.077 0.606 0.056 

BOW+SIFT 0.063 0.232 0.007 0.092 0.507 0.099 

The Proposed 0.014 0.035 0.043 0 0.908 0 

J CNNS 0.012 0.018 0.096 0.036 0.006 0.831 

CNNS+Pooling 0.012 0 0.042 0.042 0 0.904 

CNNF 0.018 0.036 0.102 0.133 0.006 0.705 

CNNF+Pooling 0.012 0.030 0.066 0.054 0.006 0.831 

FV+SIFT 0.048 0.030 0.139 0.157 0.030 0.596 

BOW+SIFT 0.048 0.048 0.181 0.108 0.024 0.590 

The Proposed 0.018 0.006 0.048 0 0 0.928 

G = Ground glass optic N = Non-nodule P = Pleural-tail 

W = Well-circumscribed V = Vascularized J = Juxta-pleural 
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